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1. Project description 

The glacier saddle between Jungfraujoch and Jungfrau hosts the 
access tunnel to the Ostgrat station on the eastern ridge of 
Jungfrau. This tunnel of 160 meter length, shown in Figure 1, was 
initially constructed in 1952 as provisional access, but has been in 
operation ever since. As the tunnel crosses through the glacier at 
about 30 meters depth, and the glacier is slowly flowing sideways, 
it has to be adjusted every year. Rails of a tram, power lines and 
signal cables run through this tunnel, and are protected in a steel 
cable channel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. The glacier tunnel through the Jungfraujoch ice cap 
leading to the Ostgrat station. In the center are the rails of the tram 
and the utility channel is installed on the left. Yellow dots mark the 
positions of screws used to measure tunnel closure for two months. 

Cavities in the glaciers slowly shrink under the weight of the 
surrounding ice. Measuring these deformations provides the 
unique opportunity to determine the rheology of ice under real-
world conditions. The deviatoric stress field around a tunnel is 

spherically symmetric in a first approximation, which has been used 
to derive flow parameters for glacier ice that are still used today. 
This approximation, however, is crude and does not take into 
account horizontal ice motion which is mostly extensional in the 
glacier saddle geometry of Jungfraujoch. 

Detailed measurements of tunnel closure were made in the 1950s 
in the main access tunnel and in cross tunnels that were specifically 
excavated for glaciological research. In 2019/20 we measured the 
closure of the main tunnel at two profiles during 64 days (Fig. 1). 
For that purpose painted wood screws were drilled into the ice and 
their respective distances measured with a laser distometer to an 
accuracy of 2 mm. The biggest displacement was a 40 mm lowering 
of the ceiling in two months at profile K3 shown in Figure 2. This 
corresponds to a 9% shortening of the tunnel height in one year. 
The horizontal distance got reduced by 22 mm. These deformation 
rates are lower than those measured in the 1950s which can be 
explained by the smaller current ice thickness and consequently a 
reduced compressive stress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Tunnel closure measurements between 1954 and 1956 
(Haefeli, 1957). Vertical deformation was 116 mm or 6.5% of the 
initial height. 
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Complementary to the ice deformation measurements we also 
measured ice temperatures in vertical and horizontal boreholes of 
10 m length drilled with a power drill and Kovacs spiral drill bits. 
The temperatures were below freezing everywhere, with coldest 
values away from the tunnel between -1 and -2 C. Three data 
loggers within the tunnel measured temperatures between 0 and -
2 C, which are likely strongly disturbed by air flow caused by 
ventilation of the construction site of the new railway station. 

 
Figure 3: Ice temperatures profiles from vertical and horizontal 
(towards North) bore holes. The ice temperatures at a distance from 
the tunnel are throughout between -1 and -2 C. 

At the upper end of the tunnel, about 30 meters from the transition 
into the bedrock of Mathildenspitze, a horizontal borehole of 10.5 
m length, drilled for temperature measurements, is connected to a 
water-filled crevasse. In the course of roughly 5 hours that crevasse 
emptied 120 m3 of water through the tunnel at a rate of 6.5 L/s. 
The calculated initial pressure height in the crevasse was 0.6 m 
which gives a surface of the drained lake of 200 m2. Such a drainage 
of a water-filled crevasse led to a near-catastrophe during the initial 
construction of the ice tunnel (two further crevasses were 
encountered during that excavation work). In our case, we were 
lucky that the water did not enlarge the 5 cm diameter drill hole as 
is usually the case if the water temperature is slightly above 0 C. 
Thankfully, our safety measures recommended to the engineers of 
the company constructing the new railway station proved to be 
unnecessary: upon our strong recommendation they moved a 
running large ventilator away from the side exit into the tunnel 
ascending towards the railway station. After one hour the tunnel 
sole and the high-tension power cables were already covered by 
10-20 cm of water. If the crevasse would have broken through, or 
the drill hole would have broached the crevasse at a lower level, a 
strong water pulse could have rapidly inundated the tunnel and the 
electric installations. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The tunnel closure measurements were analysed with a numerical 
Finite Element model that implements visco-elastic-plastic flow. 
Our preliminary results are not fully conclusive, but most tunnel 
closure measurement can be well reproduced using the 
conventional Glen flow law for glacier ice with parameters n=3 and 
A = 30 MPa^-3 yr^-1. This latter value is considerably lower than 
would be expected at the measured ice temperatures between -1 
and -2 C. Further analysis with other rheologies will be performed 
in the near future. 
Thanks to the unique setting of a long tunnel through a cold glacier, 
its easy accessibility, and the support of the Jungfraujoch research 
station this research was possible. The support of the custodians J. 
and M. Fischer, R. and Ch. Käser, and the engineers of the 
construction company Frutiger AG is highly appreciated. 
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